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In this lesson, students will use a primary document set to guide them in formulating an 

opinion on the way the west was won. The culminating activity is writing prompt 

wherein students (speaking in the vernacular of the Common Core) make a claim and use 

evidence to back up that claim. They must also recognize the limitations of their view as 

well as opposing viewpoints, addressing counterclaims (or even concessions) as they 

explain themselves clearly. 

 

Technology is integrated as a formative assessment in the form of DocsTeach, a website 

that uses primary documents and graphic organizers. This could be used in a flipped 

classroom or in a traditional classroom as either an individual or group task. 

 
Overview/ Materials/Historical Background/LOC Resources/Standards/ 

Procedures/Evaluation/Rubric/Handouts/Extension 

 

Overview Back to Navigation Bar 
Objectives Students will: 

 Analyze primary source documents 

 Evaluate the benefits and costs of westward 

expansion 

 Make a claim and develop that claim with evidence 

from the documents, pointing out both the strengths 

and weaknesses of that claim 

Recommended time frame 2-3 days (60 minute periods), depending on what can be 

done outside of class time 

Grade level 8
th

 to 10
th

 grade 

 

Curriculum fit United States History (with strong focus on ELA 

Common Core) 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/displayPhoto.pl?path=/award/nbhips/lca/290&topImages=2903r.jpg&topLinks=2903v.jpg&displayProfile=0&title=Ezra Meeker with his oxen and wagons in Kearney, Nebraska&m856s=$dnbhips$f2903&dir=ammem&itemLink=D?psbib:3:./temp/~ammem_E5SG::@@@mdb
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Materials DocsTeach Activity 

 

Primary Source Analysis Tool 

 

Writing prompt handout and document set (below) 

 

Rubric (full rubric from Smarter Balance Assessments 

can be found here) 

 

Depending on the specifics methods used for 

instruction, teachers may need computer access and 

projector and students may need access to internet 

and/or informational resources for historical 

background. The entire lesson, including the DocsTeach 

activity, which can be printed, can be done with hard 

copies.  

 

Michigan and Common Core Standards Back to Navigation Bar 
 US History:  

 

 6.1.4 Population Changes: Use census data from 

1790-1940 to describe changes in the composition, 

distribution, and density of the American population 

and analyze their causes, including immigration, the 

Great Migration, and urbanization.  

 

Common Core: 

 

WHST 9-10 

 1. Write arguments focused on discipline-specific 

content. 

 

RH 9-10 

 1. Cite specific textual evidence to support analysis 

of primary and secondary sources, attending to such 

features as the date and origin of the information. 

 9. Compare and contrast treatments of the same 

topic in several primary and secondary sources. 

Procedures Back to Navigation Bar 
 This activity would be well suited for a flipped 

classroom, having students complete the DocsTeach 

activity, along with any necessary research to do so, and 

prior to coming to class. The in-class session would be 

an opportunity to share and hear differing viewpoints. 

http://docsteach.org/activities/11051/detail
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/primary-source-analysis-tool/
http://www.smarterbalanced.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2012/05/TaskItemSpecifications/EnglishLanguageArtsLiteracy/ELARubrics.pdf
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Other variations could include using the primary source 

documents as a gallery walk or putting them in a 

PowerPoint and viewing as a class or students viewing 

individually.  

 

This outline presents the basics of the lesson, without a 

lesson on analyzing primary documents.  

 

Day One: 

 DocsTeach Activity: Students complete the activity 

online (paper copies are an alternative). Depending 

on which point in the unit students are at, the teacher 

may need to provide background or setup. In the 

activity, students analyze primary documents and 

decide whether, in their opinion, the information or 

situation represented demonstrates a positive or 

negative of westward expansion.  

 Group discussion options: in small groups or as a 

class, students share their findings. The classroom 

could be set up in a debate format or basic 

presentations. Another option would be to simulate 

the online activity in the classroom by creating a 

continuum from positive to negative and having 

students physically demonstrate their opinions by 

standing somewhere along the continuum. 

Day Two: 

 Writing Prompt Prewriting Activity: hand out the 

writing prompt assignment. Provide handouts of the 

documents to students (either full sets or one per 

students) and use the Primary Source Analysis Tool 

to analyze. If students are looking at single 

documents, use the jigsaw strategy to ensure 

students are exposed to each. 

 Use graphic organizers or any scaffolding necessary 

to suit the needs of the students. If needed, review 

the rubric and the following terms: claim, 

counterclaim, evidence.  

Evaluation Back to Navigation Bar 
 As a formative assessment within the DocsTeach 

activity, assess students’ ability to: 

 Analyze the primary sources 

 Use evidence in these sources to back up claims 

 Recognize counterclaims and the shortcomings 

of each viewpoint 

http://docsteach.org/activities/11051/detail
http://www.loc.gov/teachers/primary-source-analysis-tool/
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As a summative assessment, use the rubric pasted below 

(adapted from Smarter Balance) to assess students’ 

writing prompts. 

Extension                                                        Back to Navigation Bar 

 Have students search the Library of Congress website to 

find additional primary sources that support or counter 

their claims. Using these resources, have them create a 

virtual museum, using something like PowerPoint or 

Prezi. 

Write a narrative based on the experience of an 

individual who was impacted by westward expansion.  
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Historical Background  
Back to Navigation Bar 

 

Historical Background  
 

The idea of manifest destiny, even before, WHO articulated it in WHERE, was prevalent 

throughout the history of the United States. Thomas Jefferson was a great supporter of 

westward expansion. One of the greatest achievements during his presidency was the 

Louisiana Purchase in 1803, which doubled the size of the United States (read more 

about complex history of the Louisiana Purchase here). People began to move west in 

great numbers with the newly gained information of the western territory from the Lewis 

and Clark expedition, the discovery of gold, and the promise of new hope and 

opportunities. Several different trails, such as the Santa Fe Trail and the Oregon Trail, 

aided in opening the West for settlers. Later, the establishment of the Transcontinental 

Railroad provided yet another route and means of transportation connecting the East to 

the West. Remnants of the trails still exist today and are both important reminders of 

American history and contributions to the historical landscape of America. The 

Homestead Act further opened up opportunities to those looking for the chance at a new 

life. 

 

Of course, this expansion came at great human and environmental cost. The great success 

of our nation came at the expense of some. For many of those who traveled west, life was 

more treacherous and less rewarding than what was idealized. Railroads cut through land 

that was previously owned or inhabited and were instead given to railroad magnates who 

made fortunes. Native Americans were treated as inferiors and worse. The gathering of 

natural resources altered or even damaged the environmental landscape.  

 

The primary source documents included in this lesson cover these topics and more. 

Students may glean some of this historical background from the documents themselves, 

but they may need prior information or access to resources that will provide that 

information to be able to fully complete the task.  
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Primary Resources from the Library of Congress 
Back to Navigation Bar 

 

IMAGE DESCRIPTION CITATION PERMANENT URL 

 

Map of Indian 

Reservations 

west of the 

Mississippi 

River. 

 

Call number 

G4051.E1 1923 .U5 TIL 

Held in the repository at  

Library of Congress 

Geography and Map 

Division Washington, D.C. 

20540-4650   

With the digital ID  

g4051e mf000045 

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.gmd/

g4051e.mf000045 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/query/r?ammem/gmd:

@field(NUMBER+@band

(g4051e+mf000045)) 

 

Artwork: A 

gold hunter on 

his way to 

California, via, 

St. Louis 

Reproduction Number: 

LC-USZ62-760 (b&w film 

copy neg.) 

Held in the repository: 

Library of Congress Prints 

and Photographs Division 

Washington, D.C. 20540 

USA 

With the digital ID: (b&w 

film copy neg.) cph 

3a04669 

http://hdl.loc.gov/loc.pnp/c

ph.3a04669  

Robinson, H.R.  

A gold hunter on his way 

to California, via, St. 

Louis.  

Library of Congress, 

Washington DC. Web. 22 

June 2012.  

Online: 

<http://www.loc.gov/pictu

res/item/2003679811/>.  

 

 

Photograph of 

prairie 

settlement 

Reproduction number 

RG2608.PH:000000-

001100 

Held in the repository at 

Nebraska State Historical 

Society, P.O. Box 82554, 

1500 R Street, Lincoln, NE 

68501 

With the digital ID 

nbhips 10358 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/query/r?ammem/psbib

:@field(DOCID+@lit(p10

358)) 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/map_item.pl?data=/home/www/data/gmd/gmd405/g4051/g4051e/mf000045.jp2&style=gmd&itemLink=r?ammem/gmd:@field(NUMBER+@band(g4051e+mf000045))&title=Indian Reservations west of the Mississippi River.
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/displayPhoto.pl?path=/award/nbhips/lca/103&topImages=10358r.jpg&topLinks=10358v.jpg&displayProfile=0&title=Starting a new Family northwest of West Union, Nebraska.&m856s=$dnbhips$f10358&dir=ammem&itemLink=r?ammem/psbib:@field(DOCID+@lit(p10358))
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Letter from 

Uriah W. 

Oblinger to 

Mattie V. 

Oblinger and 

Ella Oblinger, 

November 3-5, 

1872  

 

Reproduction Number 

RG1346.AM.S01.l082 

Held in the repository at 

Nebraska State Historical 

Society, P.O. Box 82554, 

1500 R Street, Lincoln, NE 

68501 

With the DIGITAL ID: 

nbhips l082 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/query/r?ammem/ps:@

field(DOCID+@lit(l082)) 

 

Engraving 

made 1887: 

Indian Training 

School girls 

activities at 

Chemawa near 

Salem, Oregon 

Negative number NA 4018 

in the Digital Collection, 

American Indians of the 

Pacific Northwest Images. 

Held in the repository at 

the University of 

Washington Libraries: 

Special Collections 

Division. 

 

http://content.lib.washingt

on.edu/u?/loc,2123)) 

 

Letter from 

Sarah A. 

Murray, Jacob 

H. Murray to 

Uriah W. 

Oblinger, 

August 6, 1868 

REPRODUCTION 

NUMBER 

RG1346.AM.S01.l066 

REPOSITORY 

Nebraska State Historical 

Society, P.O. Box 82554, 

1500 R Street, Lincoln, NE 

68501 

DIGITAL ID 

nbhips l066 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/query/r?ammem/ps:@

field(DOCID+@lit(l066)) 

 

Sheet Music: I 

will go west! / 

By J. P. 

Barrett. 

 

Call number 

M2.3.U6A44 

Held in the repository at 

Library of Congress. Music 

Division.  

With the digital ID 

sm1875 10352  

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/query/r?ammem/muss

m:@field(NUMBER+@b

and(sm1875+10352)) 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/ps:@field(DOCID+@lit(l082))
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/ps:@field(DOCID+@lit(l082))
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/ps:@field(DOCID+@lit(l082))
http://memory.loc.gov/music/sm/sm1875/10300/10352/001.tif
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Homesteading 

Certificate of 

Eligibility for 

Daniel 

Freeman, 

01/20/1868 

National Archives 

Identifier: 1656508 

From the Series: Land 

Entry Records for 

Nebraska, compiled 

1857 - 1908 

HMS Entry 

Number(s): PI22 57 

PI22 57  

Record Group 49: 

Records of the Bureau 

of Land Management, 

1685 - 2006 

United States of America. 

Department of the Interior. 

General Land Office. 

Homesteading Certificate 

of Eligibility for Daniel 

Freeman. N.p.: n.p., n.d. 

National Archives. Web. 

22 June 2012. 

<http://research.archives.g

ov/description/1656508>. 

 

Map of the 

state of Texas 

showing the 

line and lands 

of the Texas 

and Pacific 

Railway 

reserved and 

donated by the 

State of Texas, 

1873. 

Call Number 

G4031.P3 1873 .G15 

Held in the repository at 

Library of Congress 

Geography and Map 

Division Washington, D.C. 

20540-4650 USA dcu 

With the digital Id 

g4031p rr005780  

 

Colton, G.W., and C.B. 

Colton. "Map Of The 

State Of Texas Showing 

The Line And Lands Of 

The Texas And Pacific 

Railway Reserved And 

Donated By The State Of 

Texas, 1873." Map. LC 

Railroad Maps. New 

York: G.W. & C.B. 

Colton &, 1873. 578. 

http://www.loc.gov/item/9

8688821. 

 

Photograph of 

Ezra Meeker 

with his oxen 

and wagons in 

Kearney, 

Nebraska 

Reproduction number 

RG2608.PH:000000-

000704 

From the repository at 

Nebraska State Historical 

Society, P.O. Box 82554, 

1500 R Street, Lincoln, NE 

68501 

With the digital ID 

nbhips 2903 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-

bin/query/r?ammem/psbib

:@field(DOCID+@lit(p29

03)) 

 

 

 

javascript:ItemDetail.doLookup('arc-id','849143')
javascript:ItemDetail.doLookup('arc-id','849143')
javascript:ItemDetail.doLookup('arc-id','849143')
javascript:ItemDetail.doLookup('arc-id','849143')
javascript:ItemDetail.doRootRecordGroupLink('49')
javascript:ItemDetail.doRootRecordGroupLink('49')
javascript:ItemDetail.doRootRecordGroupLink('49')
javascript:ItemDetail.doRootRecordGroupLink('49')
http://www.archives.gov/education/lessons/homestead-act/images/homestead-certificate.jpg
http://www.loc.gov/resource/g4031p.rr005780/seq-1
http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/displayPhoto.pl?path=/award/nbhips/lca/290&topImages=2903r.jpg&topLinks=2903v.jpg&displayProfile=0&title=Ezra Meeker with his oxen and wagons in Kearney, Nebraska&m856s=$dnbhips$f2903&dir=ammem&itemLink=D?psbib:3:./temp/~ammem_E5SG::@@@mdb
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Argumentative Writing Rubric 
(Adapted from Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium) 

 

Back to Navigation Bar 

 

 

 

 4 3 2 1 
 

Statement of 

Purpose/Focus 

The response is 

fully sustained and 

focused.  

  

The response is 

adequately 

sustained and 

focused. 

The response is 

somewhat 

sustained and 

may have a minor 

drift in focus. 

The response may 

be related to the 

purpose but may 

offer little relevant 

detail.  

 

 

 

Organization 

The response has a 

clear and effective 

organizational 

structure.  

The response has 

an evident 

organizational 

structure and a 

sense of 

completeness, 

though there may 

be minor flaws and 

some ideas may be 

loosely connected. 

The response has 

an inconsistent 

organizational 

structure, and 

flaws are evident. 

The response has 

little or no 

discernible 

organizational 

structure. 

 

 

 

Elaboration of 

Evidence 

The response 

provides thorough 

and convincing 

support/evidence 

for the writer’s 

claim with sources, 

facts, and details. 

The response 

provides adequate 

support/evidence 

for writer’s claim 

that includes the 

use of sources, 

facts, and details. 

Some specificity 

but predominantly 

general. 

The response 

provides uneven, 

cursory support/ 

evidence for the 

writer’s claim that 

includes partial or 

uneven use of 

sources, facts, and 

details, and 

achieves little 

depth. 

The response 

provides minimal 

support/evidence 

for the writer’s 

claim that includes 

little or no use of 

sources, facts, and 

details. 

 

Language and 

Vocabulary 

The response 

clearly and 

effectively 

expresses ideas, 

using precise 

language. 

The response 

adequately 

expresses ideas, 

employing a mix 

of precise with 

more general 

language. 

The response 

expresses ideas 

unevenly, using 

simplistic 

language. 

The response 

expression of ideas 

is vague, lacks 

clarity, or is 

confusing. 
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Language of the Common Core Writing Standards.  
Back to Navigation Bar 

 

 

 

 

You may want to review the language of the common core with your 

students. Display or hand out the following standard and discuss what the 

standard requires, paying special attention to the terms in red. 

 

 

1. Write arguments focused on discipline-specific content. 

 

a. Introduce precise claim(s), distinguish the claim(s) from alternate or 

opposing claims, and create an organization that establishes clear 

relationships among the claim(s), counterclaims, reasons, and evidence. 

b. Develop claim(s) and counterclaims fairly, supplying data and evidence 

for each while pointing out the strengths and limitations of both claim(s) and 

counterclaims in a discipline-appropriate form and in a manner that 

anticipates the audience’s knowledge level and concerns. 

c. Use words, phrases, and clauses to link the major sections of the text, 

create cohesion, and clarify the relationships between claim(s) and reasons, 

between reasons and evidence, and between claim(s) and counterclaims. 

d. Establish and maintain a formal style and objective tone while attending 

to the norms and conventions of the discipline in which they are writing. 

e. Provide a concluding statement or section that follows from or supports 

the argument presented. 
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Writing Prompt: Evaluating Western Expansion 

 

This task is designed to measure your ability to read, analyze, and synthesize 

information from different sources and perspectives. You will be provided with a 

document set consisting of several types of documents. 

Analyze all of the documents in this set and complete any additional research 

necessary to write an essay that clearly expresses your opinion (makes a claim) and 

supports that opinion with evidence and from your this research. You needn’t refer 

to every issue or document, but you should at least allude to most of them. Be sure, 

however, that your writing does not sound like a list of issues that are related to 

westward expansion. Rather, it is important to plan an organization that 

demonstrates the relationship and interconnectedness of the issues. 

 

Due: 

 

Additional requirements: 
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Artwork: A gold hunter on his way to California, via, St. Louis   
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Photograph of prairie settlement   
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Transcription (excerpts) 

Sunday Nov 3
rd

 1872  

8 miles South East of Sutton Clay Co Neb  

Dear Wife & Baby 

Although my letter is dated Clay Co we are in Fillmore Co Neb about 70 miles 

a little South of West from Lincoln and have our Claims Selected. If no one gets 

to the Land Office ahead of us land is being taken up so fast that one has to stir 

himself if he gets to the Office in time to get the piece picked 

Well I will tell our present prospect and not Mail this till we get to Beatrice 

when I can tell more certain Giles has bargained for the improvement{Begin 

inserted text}t{End inserted text} on 160 acres for $600.00 there is a good frame 

House with three rooms & cellar sod stable & 35 acres broke after buying the 

improvements he will homestead the land the same as other vacant land and 

joining him on the west Sam has selected 80 acres and 1 mile west of that 

another 80 acres so if he gets fooled on one he will take the other. 

I have selected 160 acres 1/2 mile to the south east of Giles cornering on turkey 

creek 80 acres of which has been Homesteaded but the young man that has the 

claim got his back broke in Lincoln last spring and cannot tend to his claim & 

has left it in mr Dewolf's hands to sell for him there is nothing done on the land 

and by paying him $14.00 what it cost him to homestead it he will will [sic] 

cancel his right. I have selected another piece 2 miles west and one south from Giles in case ….. 

A man can come here with $500.00 and manage properly and in a few years he can have a good comfortable home 

in a beautiful looking country and the most I see unfavorable is the timber & water the timber we can get along 

without till we can raise it & the water has to be drawn so far is the main objection to that but a never failing supply 

of good water and sure to be got by digging far enough as to soil it is as good as I ever seen I must tell you there is a 

little baby 7 months old where we are today & I have nursed it some too but it was not like preessing my own dear 

babe to my breast. (pardo me for writing my own) our dear babe I meant. we went north of here some 12 miles on 

West Blue River
2
 where they are going to build a mill, to get empoy day before yesterday but they have not 

commenced work yet so we may not get employ of any kind this winter 

Ma there is several with me today but I am lonesome without you and baby and I tell you there is a vacant place to 

me wherever I go and no one can fill fill [sic] it but Ma & baby well good by for the present I will mail this at 

Beatrice but you must answer immediately and direct to Sutton Clay Co Neb 

Beatrice Nebraska   

Nov 5
th

 1872  

Well when I quit writing I had good news I thought I knew right where our home would be but I came to {Begin 

inserted text}the{End inserted text} Land Office this afternoon and both the pieces were taken so I will have to go 

back & look again. Giles & Sam have got theirs about 1 mile apart but I have to make my trip over again and a 

pretty big job it is for it is 65 miles to Giles Claim, & I have bought a plott of the town in which he has located and 

will try to find one to suit in same town. 

There are a great many claims that the persons living by them will tell you they are taken when they are not. they 

will plow a little on them and say that some of their friends or relatives have claims on them Thinking they will be 

let alone But having to make my trip over again makes me a little mad and as I have bought a plot of the town I 

know what is vacant and what is not so they had better not put too much improvement on a piece that suits me 

{Begin deleted text}or I may{End deleted text} before they put in their claim at the Land Office or they might be 

doing it for me. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/cgi-bin/query/r?ammem/ps:@field(DOCID+@lit(l082))#N-2
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Letter from Uriah W. Oblinger to Mattie V. Oblinger and Ella Oblinger, November 3-5, 1872  
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Engraving made 1887: Indian Training School girls activities at Chemawa near Salem, Oregon   
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Transcription: August 6
th

 1868 

Dear Brother 

we received your letter a few days ago. I will now 

answer you, your Saddle is all right and Abe is 

nominater for Sheriff; Newten has gone to Ohio 

Dillard say you must be at hom twenty days befor 

the election or you cannont be enrolled I have got 

through harvesting and am plowing to day. Buisness 

is pretty lively Health is not very good at preset 

Democracy fifty percent below par weather warm 

and I am tired so you will excus me for not writing 

more 

perhaps there is as much here as you are able to 

digest 

writes Soon 

Jacob Murray 

it is raining this morning that will help the corn. I 

saw Uncle John in town the other day they are not 

very well saba is not very well I have not ben well 

but fee tolerable well now I way 91 lb the litest since I am grow every one is complain ing of 

waying liter than than [sic] they ever did, it has ben very hot I s[a]y is the reason I was sorry to 

heare of you bad health but hope this will find you in your usual health I want you to fetch some 

of aunts tulips and white lilac and some of her nice roses and flowers if not to much troubel 

my love to all enQuiring friends 

rite soon 

Sarah 

Abes has a Daughter 

 

 

Letter from Sarah A. Murray, Jacob H. Murray to Uriah W. Oblinger, August 6, 1868  
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Sheet Music: I will go west! / by J. P. Barret 

 

http://memory.loc.gov/music/sm/sm1875/10300/10352/001.tif
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Homesteading Certificate of Eligibility for Daniel Freeman, 01/20/1868 
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Map of Indian Reservations west of the Mississippi River. 
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Map of the state of Texas showing the line and lands of the Texas and Pacific Railway reserved 

and donated by the State of Texas, 1873. 
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Photograph of Ezra Meeker with his oxen and wagons in Kearney, Nebraska 


